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Monte Carlo Subsurface
• Easy exact solution 

• Often impractical

Krivanek and d’Eon 2014 Krivanek et al. 2014
Zhao et al. 2014

Monte Carlo methods always, in theory, offer exact solutions to any subsurface scattering problem.  In practice, 
however, the computation resources to achieve a low-noise solution are prohibitive.  Thus, we continue to see 
new methods to reduce the variance of Monte Carlo approaches, like these three works presented at SIGGRAPH 
this week.



Deterministic Subsurface
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10: A glass of milk: (a) diffuse (BRDF), (b) skim (BSSRDF) and (c) whole (BSSRDF). (b) and (c) are using our measured values.
The rendering times are 2 minutes for (a), and 4 minutes for (b) and (c); this includes caustics and global illumination on the marble table and
a depth-of-field simulation.

BRDF

BSSRDF
Figure 11: A face rendered using the BRDF model (top) and the
BSSRDF model (bottom). We used our measured values for skin
(skin1) and the same lighting conditions in both images (the BRDF
image also includes global illumination). The face geometry has
been modeled by hand; the lip-bumpmap is handpainted, and the
bumpmap on the skin is based on a gray-scale macro photograph
of a piece of skin. Even with global illumination the BRDF gives a
hard appearance. Compare this to the faithful soft appearance of the
skin in the BSSRDF simulation. In addition the BSSRDF captures
the internal color bleeding in the shadow region under the nose.
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Realistic Human Face Rendering for “The Matrix Reloaded”  
George Borshukov and J.P.Lewis 

ESC Entertainment  

Introduction  
The ultimate challenge in photorealistic computer graphics is 
rendering believable human faces. We are trained to study the 
human face since birth, so our brains are intimately familiar with 
every nuance and detail of what human skin is supposed look like. 
The challenge of rendering human skin is further complicated by 
some technical issues such as the fact that skin is a highly detailed 
surface with noticeable features in the order of ~100 microns and 
the fact that skin is translucent. On The Matrix Reloaded we had to 
create completely photorealistic renderings for most of the 
principal actors including Keanu Reeves, Lawrence Fishborne, and 
Hugo Weaving.  

Facial Surface Detail  
The geometry used for our rendering was based on a 100-micron 
resolution scan of a plaster cast mold of the actors’ faces. Arius3d 
provided the scanning technology. These scans had extremely high 
polygonal counts (10 million triangles; see Fig. 1). To use these 
models in production and preserve the detail we deployed the 
following technique. A low-res ~5K quad model was constructed 
using Paraform software. The model was given a UV 
parameterization and then used as a subdivision surface. The high 
resolution detail was extracted using the lightmapping feature of 
the mental ray renderer combined with custom shaders that 
performed ray tracing from the low-res subdivision surface model 
to the high-detailed 10M triangle raw scan; the distance difference 
is stored in a displacement map. We applied the low frequency 
component of this map as displacement; the high frequency 
component was applied using bump mapping.  

Image-based Derivation of Skin BRDF  
Our skin BRDF was derived using an image-based approach. In 
Summer 2000 as part of the early stages of Matrix Reloaded R&D 
we had a setup, which consisted of 30 still cameras arranged 
around the actor’s head. Actors were photographed illuminated 
with a series of light sources from different directions (see Fig. 2). 
The setup was carefully color calibrated and photogrammetry was 
used to precisely reconstruct the camera positions and head 
placement with respect to each camera for each image. The 
collected image data from each camera was brought into a 
common UV space through reprojection using a cyberscan model 
of the actor. This convenient space (see Fig. 3) allowed us to 
analyze the skin reflectance properties for many incident and 
outgoing light directions. We derived parameters for an 
approximate analytical BRDF that consisted of a Lambertian 
diffuse component and a modified Phong-like specular component 
with a Fresnel-like effect. (We would like to acknowledge 
Matthew Landauer for his contributions to this section).  

Subsurface Scattering of Skin  
As production progressed it became increasingly clear that realistic 
skin rendering couldn’t be achieved without subsurface scattering 
simulation. There are a number of published methods for rendering 
translucent materials however they are all fairly complex, require 
large amounts of CPU power and produce somewhat disappointing 
results. To address this we developed a technique for producing the 
appearance of subsurface scattering in skin that is computationally 

inexpensive and fairly easy to implement. The result of the diffuse 
illumination reflecting off the face in the camera direction is stored in a 
2-d light map (see Fig. 3). We then approximately simulate light 
diffusion in the image domain. To simulate the different mean free path 
for different light colors we vary the diffusion parameters for each color 
channel. For animations the lightmap needs to be computed at every 
frame, so our technique computes an appropriate lightmap resolution 
depending on the size of the head in frame. For objects like ears where 
light can pass directly through, we employed a more traditional ray 
tracing approach to achieve the desired translucency effect.  

Results  
The above components are combined with our Universal Capture, real 
world Lighting Reconstruction technologies, and a ray tracer such as 
mental ray to produce the synthetic images in Fig. 5 and 6. For 
comparison Fig. 7 shows a photograph of Keanu Reeves (Neo). The 
bottom image is a fully virtual frame from The Matrix Reloaded.  
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Deterministic approximations, such as these, remain highly relevant approaches to synthesising images of 
translucent media, such as human faces.



Today
• Question: why does the diffusion dipole work? 

• New (old) ideas from neutron transport 

• Propose: 

• Alternative form 

• Discard diffusion 

• 8D fully angular reciprocal BSSRDF 

• LOD chain

Today we describe a new approach to formulating an analytical approximate BSSRDF for rendering translucent 
materials that stems from asking the question: ‘why does the diffusion dipole work?’.  We propose that the 
positive and negative source configuration works because it is an approximation application of an exact 
statement from old neutron transport literature.  Taking this connection further, we propose an alternative form 
for analytic BSSRDFs that discards diffusion and produces a fully angular, reciprocal BSSRDF that places the 
BSSRDF carefully in the LOD chain between explicit structure and BRDF.



Recent Improved Methods

d’Eon and Irving 2011

To appear in ACM TOG 30(4).

A Quantized-Diffusion Model for Rendering Translucent Materials

Eugene d’Eon� Geoffrey Irving†

Weta Digital

(a) Dipole (Jensen et al. 2001) (b) Quantized-Diffusion

Figure 1: Rendering a human face using a single-layer skin model. The classical dipole model (a) is frequency-limited and results in a
waxy-looking appearance, particularly on the lips. A multipole model can create very realistic results, but requires additional material pa-
rameters which are difficult to measure and unintuitive to edit. Our quantized-diffusion model (b) produces accurate all-frequency subsurface
scattering, achieves much of the realism of multilayer models and allows easy appearance editing.

Abstract

We present a new BSSRDF for rendering images of translucent ma-
terials. Previous diffusion BSSRDFs are limited by the accuracy
of classical diffusion theory. We introduce a modified diffusion
theory that is more accurate for highly absorbing materials and
near the point of illumination. The new diffusion solution accu-
rately decouples single and multiple scattering. We then derive a
novel, analytic, extended-source solution to the multilayer search-
light problem by quantizing the diffusion Green’s function. This
allows the application of the diffusion multipole model to material
layers several orders of magnitude thinner than previously possi-
ble and creates accurate results under high-frequency illumination.
Quantized diffusion provides both a new physical foundation and a
variable-accuracy construction method for sum-of-Gaussians BSS-
RDFs, which have many useful properties for efficient rendering
and appearance capture. Our BSSRDF maps directly to previous
real-time rendering algorithms. For film production rendering, we
propose several improvements to previous hierarchical point cloud
algorithms by introducing a new radial-binning data structure and a
doubly-adaptive traversal strategy.

CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Radiosity;

Keywords: Subsurface scattering, BSSRDF, reflection models,
layered materials, transport theory, diffusion, searchlight problem

�email:edeon@wetafx.co.nz
†email:irving@naml.us

Links: DL PDF WEB

1 Introduction

Rendering translucent materials is an important and challenging
problem in computer graphics. All non-conducting surfaces (di-
electrics) exhibit some level of subsurface scattering and absorp-
tion. The accurate and efficient simulation of these effects is often
required to achieve the color and soft appearance of media such as
skin, hair, ocean water, wax and marble. Local reflectance models
are insufficiently accurate for this task when the scale of the image
is such that significant levels of light survive subsurface transport
at distances wider than a pixel. A bidirectional scattering-surface
reflectance-distribution function (BSSRDF) is required to describe
such non-local subsurface transport.

This paper presents a new analytic BSSRDF for scattering within
multilayer translucent materials with arbitrary levels of absorption,
very thin layers, and under all-frequency illumination. Our model
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Figure 10: Illumination of semi-infinite material with normally-
incident, collimated, high-frequency white light. Different simu-
lations are shown side by side with the vertical stripe illumination
shown in between each image for comparison. The multiple scatter-
ing predicted by our QD model contains high-frequency details that
the classical dipole model lacks. When added to single-scattering,
the QD model closely matches the appearance of the Monte Carlo
reference simulation. The QD model has more accurate, saturated
colors than the dipole due to Grosjean’s improved diffusion equa-
tion.

Figure 11: Anisotropic Scattering: Our QD model (black)
is less precise for media with anisotropic scattering, but much
closer to Monte Carlo simulation (dots) than the classical dif-
fusion dipole (dashed-red). Three absorption levels are shown
µa/µ ⇥

s ⇤ {0.001, 0.05, 0.5}, with g = 0.95, ⇥ = 1.6.

9 Results

Figure 1 shows a comparison of single-layer BSSRDFs applied
to skin. While skin is a multilayer material, measured multilayer
parameters and difficult to acquire and unintuitive to edit. We
found that it is possible to achieve very realistic results with our
QD BSSRDF even for single-layer skin with parameters derived
from painted maps of the albedo and scattering coefficient. The
accurate profile shape for small radii keeps subtle detail that is lost
by the dipole model. Figure 10 further illustrates the differences
in frequency content and colours predicted by our model vs. the
classical dipole model, showing reflectance from a homogeneous
material with g = 0, µa = {0.02, 0.05, 0.1}, µs = 1, ⇥ = 1.5. Fig-
ure 12 (bottom-left) shows a PRMan render of a liquid animation
using measured scattering properties of cream [Jensen et al. 2001]
applied. The render time on a 6-CPU Xeon 2.66 GHz machine was
31 minutes per frame with 625 million profile evaluations from 9
million irradiance points with 45-Gaussian QD profiles. Compar-
ison time for an optimized implementation of [Jensen and Buhler
2002] of the same scene was 15 minutes per frame. Figure 12
(bottom-right) shows further liquid animation results using milk
parameters under area light illumination. Figure 12 (top) shows
an application of the QD model to a textured alien. A deep translu-
cence is achieved with a single-layer material model, keeping fine
details that are lost with the dipole model at the same translucency.
The radially-averaged texturing produces a complex heterogeneous
appearance.

10 Limitations and Future Work

Grosjean’s Green’s function (7) fits an exact solution for isotropic
scattering and is not exact for anisotropic scattering. While not
as accurate as the profiles for isotropic scattering, anisotropic QD
profiles using (7) are more accurate than previous analytic BSS-
RDFs (Figure 11). More accurate Green’s functions for anisotropic
scattering often include multiple occurrences of the basic diffusion
Green’s function (4), such as Grosjean’s extension of his 1956 re-
sult to linear-anisotropic scattering [Grosjean 1957], infinite plane-
wave expansions [Liemert and Kienle 2011], and simplified PN
methods [Larsen 2010]. Our quantized-diffusion methods can ap-
ply to these Green’s functions via Equation (19). Possible exten-
sions to angular sources include the methods of Williams [1978]
and � � PN theory [Carp et al. 2004]. The Fokker-Planck approx-
imation for highly forward scattering media also includes Gaus-
sians [Pomraning 2000] and might offer extension of the ideas of
QD to such materials.

The computation of multilayer profiles is limited by the methods
in [Donner and Jensen 2005]—the multiply-scattered transmitted
flux hitting the next layer does not arrive like a collimated beam, but
as a diffuse surface source. Improving upon this requires a multi-
flux version of [Donner and Jensen 2005], including an expansion
of single-scattering within slabs in terms of Gaussians and a model
for diffuse surface sources.

Our diffusion quantization provides a separation of the flux leaving
the surface into Gaussian photon packets that have travelled differ-
ent distances through the material. An area for future work is the
use of this separation for building multiscale scattering functions
where each Gaussian photon packet considers a different local aver-
age of material properties, surface normal and curvature for solving
multiscale boundary conditions. This may further extend the ac-
curacy of diffusion solutions within heterogeneous, curved media.
Similarly, a sum of elliptically warped Gaussians could easily rep-
resent the stretched profiles seen in anisotropic media [Jakob et al.
2010] and describe the contrary stretching directions observed in
the near and far field regimes [Kienle 2007]. These stretched Gaus-
sians are seen in the time-resolved Green’s function for anisotropic
media [Dudko and Weiss 2005], which could also be quantized.

11 Conclusion

We have presented a new reflectance model for layered translucent
materials. Our model builds on previous diffusion BSSRDFs with
both a modified diffusion framework and a novel evaluation of the
extended source function in a material layer. We have demon-
strated significant impact of these changes in the colors of materials
rendered with measured parameters, in the bleeding of light near
high frequency features such as shadow edges, in the division of
reflected light into single and multiple scattered components, and
in the application of diffusion theory to very thin materials. Our
model produces surface scattering functions in terms of Gaussian
sums that have many advantages over alternate representations. We
validated our model by comparing to exact transport solutions and
benchmark Monte Carlo simulations. Our model is practical and
currently in use at a major visual effects studio.
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lations are shown side by side with the vertical stripe illumination
shown in between each image for comparison. The multiple scatter-
ing predicted by our QD model contains high-frequency details that
the classical dipole model lacks. When added to single-scattering,
the QD model closely matches the appearance of the Monte Carlo
reference simulation. The QD model has more accurate, saturated
colors than the dipole due to Grosjean’s improved diffusion equa-
tion.
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closer to Monte Carlo simulation (dots) than the classical dif-
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to skin. While skin is a multilayer material, measured multilayer
parameters and difficult to acquire and unintuitive to edit. We
found that it is possible to achieve very realistic results with our
QD BSSRDF even for single-layer skin with parameters derived
from painted maps of the albedo and scattering coefficient. The
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flux hitting the next layer does not arrive like a collimated beam, but
as a diffuse surface source. Improving upon this requires a multi-
flux version of [Donner and Jensen 2005], including an expansion
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We have presented a new reflectance model for layered translucent
materials. Our model builds on previous diffusion BSSRDFs with
both a modified diffusion framework and a novel evaluation of the
extended source function in a material layer. We have demon-
strated significant impact of these changes in the colors of materials
rendered with measured parameters, in the bleeding of light near
high frequency features such as shadow edges, in the division of
reflected light into single and multiple scattered components, and
in the application of diffusion theory to very thin materials. Our
model produces surface scattering functions in terms of Gaussian
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We start by recalling a recent extension of the diffusion dipole, presented in 2011, called Quantized diffusion 
(QD).
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QD

In QD, continuous distributions of positive and negative infinite-medium solutions combine to predict the 
existence flux at any surface location x_o where light is leaving the material due to illumination at x_i.



Point Source Green’s Function

Grosjean 1954
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In the 2011 QD paper, Grosjean’s 1954 analytic approximation to the fluence about a point source in infinite 
space was used as the foundation of the positive and negative source distributions defining the solutions for the 
semi-infinite medium.



Diffusion Angular Shapes

• very limited angular shapes: 

• constant + cos():

can go negative
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However, a particular issue with diffusion theory limits the angular accuracy of such approaches.  This stems 
primarily from the limitation that diffusion solutions have a angular distribution everywhere that is restricted to a 
sum of a constant in angle and a cosine in angle.  Worse, in some regions (such as very near a source) the 
radiance predicted by diffusion theory is actually negative, which is impossible physically.



Previous solution

• Workaround: hemispherical integral 

• Put energy into Lambertian 

+

desired

To avoid this issue in previous applications of diffusion theory at a surface, the workaround was to integrate the 
total energy predicted to leave the surface at some location (which is always positive), and redistribute that 
outgoing energy into a Lambertian shape.  So instead of getting an angular varying distribution like this…



Previous solution

• Workaround: hemispherical integral 

• Put energy into Lambertian 

+

approximate

…we instead suffer the following approximation to avoid negativity.



Photon Beam Diffusion
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This limitation is inherent in the QD and Photon Beam Diffusion BSSRDFs.  Both assume Lambertian existence 
from the surface to avoid the negativities predicted by the diffusion approximation.



Level of detail regimes

Explicit Structure BSSRDF BRDF

lateral  
integration

Jakob et al. 2014

This is problematic when considering the BSSRDF and its neighbour, in the LOD chain, the BRDF, useful for 
rendering a surface where negligible lateral bleeding of light is visible (such as a very distant human face).  We 
can imagine a continuous shot where a zoom from very close tissue (left) using explicit structure is blending into 
a BSSRDF model (middle) and finally to a BRDF model for efficiency in the distance (right).  However, previous 
analytic BSSRDFs provide incredibly poor angular accuracy.  The BRDF solution for multi-layered scattering layers 
is efficiently computable and highly accurate in angle (see, for example, this years paper by [Jakob et al. 2014]).



New Approach

1. Non diffusion exitance calculation 

2. Generalize negative source placement 

3. BRDF benchmark driven model

To produce a BSSRDF with improved angular accuracy, we propose to move away from a diffusion existence 
calculation.  In addition, for better accuracy, we generalize previous placement of negative sources outside the 
medium.  To ensure the most accurate match in the LOD chain to the BRDF, we drive step 2 by the known BRDF 
solution.



1. Non diffusion exitance

What’s the exact point source solution? 

Davison 1945 (MT-112)

Step 1: if we move away from diffusion angular limitation, what, then, is the exact solution, in infinite media, for 
the angular distribution of radiance anywhere relative to an isotropic point source (assuming isotropic scattering)?  
The solution was first written down by Davison in 1945.  Yikes!  It involves a delta function in angle (necessary: 
this is the uncollided energy attenuated as it moves away from the point source, and directed in a singular 
direction—-directly away from the point source).  The scattered solution is an infinite sum involving integrals of 
Bessel functions.



1. Non diffusion exitance

Or you could use the fluence (beam radiance estimate) 

Davison 1945 (MT-112)

However, Davison noted in the same paper that the result is easily described (thanks to the assumption of 
isotropic scattering), as a 1D integral of the fluence (which we have a simple approximate form for from 
Grosjean).



1. Non diffusion exitance
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Evaluation: Novak et al. 2012

To apply this to the extended-source BSSRDF ideas of previous work, we replace the outgoing calculation of flux 
at x_o with Davison’s line integral of the subsurface fluence.  This is illustrated as the green continuum of 
positive ‘detectors’ inside the medium.



2. Generalize Negative Sources

Step 1: requires accurate fluence everywhere inside the medium 

!

Previous methods: optimise for net flux at boundary (Milne problem) 

!

Inspiration: Placzek’s lemma
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However, in contrast to previous work, we now require accurate fluence everywhere INSIDE the medium.  This is 
where we leave diffusion theory behind, which imposed a boundary condition based on the Milne problem for 
solving for the negative source placement such that some property AT THE BOUNDARY was satisfied.  To return 
somewhat to first principles, let’s consider why the dipole idea works at all to begin with.  Why is it that a 
negative copy of the internal source at just the right distance outside the medium does so well at predicting 
radial-exitant flux at the boundary (in particular, far from the incident location)?  The first part of the answer is 
related to the linearity of the transport equation: if A and B are solutions to the equation, then so too is A+B.  
Thus, the sum of two infinite medium solutions, each satisfying the equation, are also solutions (except, of 
course, at boundaries, which must then reduce useful forms of their combination to only one or a few choices).



Placzek’s Lemma

“Introduction to the Theory of  Neutron Diffusion”, 
Case, de Hoffman, Placzek 1953

1. Given only infinite medium solutions 

2. Construct solution for finite convex medium 

A. Assume volume extends outside 

B. Create a negative outgoing surface source

In 2011 we described the method of images (the placement of positive and negative infinite medium solutions to 
solve non-infinite problems) as an approximate application of Placezek’s Lemma.  Placezek’s Lemma appears in a 
1953 classic text on neutron transport (not easy to find) and indeed, sounds a lot like the method of images at 
first glance.  However, it is an EXACT method for constructing solutions to finite problems (assuming a convex 
volume) using only infinite medium solutions.



Placzek’s Lemma

The statement of it is not terribly complex…



Placzek’s Lemma

Negative surface source:

(N · ~!)L(~x, ~!)

The construction is as follows: the scattering volume is now considered to extend everywhere in an infinite 
medium (i.e. outside the original volume).  A new negative surface source is added to the system using this 
simple equation involving the normal dotted with the direction being considered.  Now, the internal sources (the 
reduced-intensity beam in our case) and these new outward facing negative surface sources combine to produce 
the correct solution everywhere in the medium, using infinite medium green’s functions.  However, there is a 
chicken an egg problem: to know the magnitude of the negative surface source to produce this exact result 
requires knowing L(x,omega): the solution at the surface for the finite problem—-the very solution we seek in the 
first place!  However, it is still worthwhile to consider this Lemma.



Placzek’s Lemma

+

N

-

To see how this lemma works, consider a single point source inside the finite medium.  (An extended reduced-
intensity source is a superposition of these).  For each surface location, and for each outgoing direction at that 
position, a negative source is added, which will first scatter at some point and place, effectively, a negative 
isotropic point source outside the volume.



Placzek’s Lemma

+

N

-

However, this happens for ALL outgoing directions, not just one, like in previous papers (like Jensen et al. 2011).



Placzek’s Lemma

+

N

- -
- -

And since each of these surface sources begins at the surface, and the scattering medium extends outside the 
medium now, this effectively produces a continuous superposition of negative ‘charges’ outside the volume, due 
to the original point source inside.



Placzek’s Lemma

+ -
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-
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-

-

Considering all these extended beams, arising from all surface locations and angles, creates a continuous sea of 
negative energy outside the volume.



Placzek’s Lemma

+ -
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The exact solution anywhere in the medium is the sum of the original contribution from the interior positive 
source (computed with an infinite medium Green’s function), and…



Placzek’s Lemma

+ -

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

the integral of negative fluence from all of the exterior sources.



Proof Sketch

+

X

To convince yourself why something like this can work, consider that various paths described by the infinite 
solution used at the positive source will include some that exit and re-enter the original medium.  As such, the 
infinite medium result will over predict the fluence at this orange location.



Proof Sketch

+

By adding a negative surface source just as this path leaves the volume the first time, this precisely cancels this 
extra energy, and the combination of positive source and negative external sources produces the finite medium 
desired answer.



Look Familiar?

+

-

xi xo

Dipole Approximates 
Volume of 
negative 
sources

Previous work: same magnitude, no uncollided

The original dipole is effectively an approximation of this idea in three ways: a) the continuous sea of negative 
energy is replaced by a single negative point source outside, b) the magnitude of that negative source is the same 
as the positive one, and b) the Green’s function for the negative sources is missing the uncollided term.



Negative Uncollided Sources

Grosjean 1954
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Uncollided (reduced-intensity) fluence

Placzek’s lemma produces an exact solution by employing exact Green’s functions.  A highly accurate 
approximate Green’s function contains an important uncollided term, which we can consider adding to the 
method of images for improved accuracy.



3. Discard Diffusion

How to determine negative source positions? 

 BRDF accuracy benchmark (lateral integration) 

   (Analytic / Jakob et al. 2014)

However, how do we maintain discrete negative approximate sources outside and place them in the most 
accurate way (without knowing the exact solution, as required by Placzek).  To do this, we use the associated 
BRDF for the problem (computable using methods like [Jakob et al. 2014]).



Mirroring sources

• Decouple negative ballistic and diffusive components 

• Non linear optimisation for 4 values 

• diffuse reflection boundary 

• ballistic reflection boundary 

• general scale for each

+

zbun

zbD

aD

aun

For each positive source in a semi-infinite medium we propose placing a negative diffusive and negative 
uncollided source outside the medium, where the reflection boundary, and intensities of the negative sources are 
all determined by a non linear optimisation for 4 parameters such that the BRDF derived from this BSSRDF is as 
accurate as possible (more details in the supplemental material).



Findings (isotropic index-matched)
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• High absorption: 

• Negative uncollided kicks in 

• Diffusive amplitude dives

What we found when running the optimisation over a broad range of isotropic scattering media with single-
scattering albedo alpha is: the optimal depth zb about which to mirror the diffusive portion of the negative 
sources is not quite that predicted by diffusion theory.  This and other findings in more depth in the supp. 
material.



BRDF performance
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PBD

The BRDF of the new BSSRDF is much more accurate than previous Lambertian/diffusive approaches, like Photon 
Beam Diffusion.



BRDF performance

PBD
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For a variety of incident angles…



BRDF performance

PBD
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Dual-beam only
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Here we show the improvement gained from only using the Davison-line-integral exitance calculation (but not 
the new source placements and uncollided term).  We found both were required to get reasonable results over a 
variety of incident angles.



Results

Our new BSSRDF also produces more accurate BSSRDF behaviour than Photon Beam Diffusion.



Conclusion
• Dual-beam BSSRDF formulation 

• Reciprocal 8D 

• BRDF benchmark guided 

• Discarded diffusion



Future Work
• TODO 

• Moment driven? 

• Fresnel 

• Anisotropic scattering 

• Placzek inspired solutions for MC or curved geometry? 

• Other related searchlight solutions 

• [Liemert and Kienle 2012,2013, Gardner 2013, Machida 2013]

It may be possible to derive the 4 BSSRDF parameters from moments of the BRDF solution, avoiding the non-linear optimization.  We have yet to include 
Fresnel effects and it is unclear how to extend method-of-images solutions to anisotropic scattering.  Further investigations along these lines should 
include performance and accuracy relationships to recent searchlight solutions such as those listed here.
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